I bought a dash cam recently. Seems everyone in Russia has one (I guess you have to for insurance
purposes), and I thought it would be pretty good to have to document some of the crazy things that happen
while driving. So I was coming home this evening and happened to be the first car at Glendale and 35th
Avenue in Phoenix. And as you will see, a young black kid, looks to be 15 years old or so, was crossing
the street. Now if you watch, you will see a police SUV cross in front of me first going east. The kid then
comes into the screen, and though he sort of hid it under his elbow, he plainly flips off the police vehicle. Then
he is emptying the drink he is consuming as he walks out of the frame. What you can’t see is that he then
simply tossed the bottle into the bush in the corner of the gas station. I happened to notice the two ladies in
the car next to me had seen the same thing. We just looked at each other, put up our hands in exasperation,
and shook our heads.
As I drove away I thought about that boy. There is a more than 70% chance he has never met this
father. In all probabilities he has no guidance, has no example. He is filled with arrogance and
disrespect for authority. He lives in a land where he is told lies every day—the lie that he cannot,
through hard work and discipline, get ahead, get a good education, and succeed at life. He is lied to
and told the rest of the world owes him. And the result is predictable: in his generation, that 70%
number will only rise. He may well father a number of children—most of which will be murdered in the
womb, padding the pockets of Planned Parenthood, and those that survive will themselves be raised
without a natural family, without the God-ordained structure that is so important for teaching respect,
and true manhood or womanhood.
It never crossed my mind to flip off a police car as it passed me by when I was his age. Of course, it
never crossed my mind to walk around with my butt hanging out of my pants, either, as if the entire
world needed to see what kind of underwear I was sporting that day. I know I would have been mighty
guilty had I tossed my drink bottle into a bush—and I never would have dreamed of doing that in front
of everyone like this young man did. But I had a father. And a mother. And I was taught to respect
others, and myself. If I had not had those things, I still would not have acted as he, simply because
times have changed, and not for the better. There was simply more restraint in my day. It surely
makes me wonder what the future holds. Oh, I know—this is nothing. There are videos on line of kids
like this shooting guns in the air and robbing people and doing car jackings. I know. But you need to
understand: those folks didn’t get there without first finding it “fun” to strut, flip, toss, and live an
attitude of disrespect.”

